Preserved catalytic activity in an engineered ribonucleotide reductase R2 protein with a nonphysiological radical transfer pathway. The importance of hydrogen bond connections between the participating residues.
A hydrogen-bonded catalytic radical transfer pathway in Escherichia coli ribonucleotide reductase (RNR) is evident from the three-dimensional structures of the R1 and R2 proteins, phylogenetic studies, and site-directed mutagenesis experiments. Current knowledge of electron transfer processes is difficult to apply to the very long radical transfer pathway in RNR. To explore the importance of the hydrogen bonds between the participating residues, we converted the protein R2 residue Asp237, one of the conserved residues along the radical transfer route, to an asparagine and a glutamate residue in two separate mutant proteins. In this study, we show that the D237E mutant is catalytically active and has hydrogen bond connections similar to that of the wild type protein. This is the first reported mutant protein that affects the radical transfer pathway while catalytic activity is preserved. The D237N mutant is catalytically inactive, and its tyrosyl radical is unstable, although the mutant can form a diferric-oxo iron center and a R1-R2 complex. The data strongly support our hypothesis that an absolute requirement for radical transfer during catalysis in ribonucleotide reductase is an intact hydrogen-bonded pathway between the radical site in protein R2 and the substrate binding site in R1. Our data thus strongly favor the idea that the electron transfer mechanism in RNR is coupled with proton transfer, i.e. a radical transfer mechanism.